
TEACHING EVALUATIONS 
 
 
Note: I have included all students' replies to the question “What were the instructor's strengths? 
Weaknesses?” but this document does not include the statistics of multiple-choice questions, nor 
specific comments about discussion or suggestions about other readings. I am happy to provide complete 
teaching evaluations upon request. 
 
 
On Condoned Violence: from Punishment to Pleasure (Winter 17’) 
 

• Yuna is an amazing lecturer and facilitator of discussion. She knows when to facilitate 
discussion and let students learn from each other and when to jump in and provide some 
more background or explanation. The reading she selected were very interesting and 
challenged us to think about condoned violence through various lens that we may have 
never considered before. She is always available outside of class or via email, and is really 
encouraging. Her only weakness would be the amount of time it took her to return our 
papers, but even that was not too bad. 

• Yuna is engaging and attentive and very very smart. She makes class discussions fluid and 
comfortable as well as substantive. The readings were all very interesting and useful in 
their diversity of disciplines and perspectives.  

• Instructor actually led discussion versus attempting to and failing like many other 
professors here.  

• Yuna is truly wonderful. She is engaging and approachable and very insightful. She has 
no weaknesses, and I would take another class with her in a heartbeat.  

• Yuna is literally just amazing. She was able to uniquely provide a space for independent 
thought while keeping the discussions on track. She is kind, professional, encouraging, 
and smart. She's someone who you respect, but also wish you could hang out with outside 
of class. No weaknesses, she is just amazing. 

• Yuna is one of the friendliest, most personable professors I've had at the College. She 
really took the time to make each student's contribution to discussion feel welcome, and 
encouraged a productive dialogue between different ideas. Yuna was engaging, 
encouraging, and consistently offered interesting perspectives on the readings she selected 
for the course. I felt that Yuna cared deeply about each student's progress and success in 
her class - she was very available outside of class and offered really helpful, extensive 
comments on written assignments. 

• Yuna is an incredible instructor. She held class discussions extremely well and it never felt 
uncomfortable contributing to the discussions.  

• Yuna is a fantastic teacher to have. She always gave background when we needed it, kept 
the class on track despite the passion of some of the students to talk, and just did a 
fantastic job organizing a course as complicated and wide in scope as this one. She's great 
to hang out with outside of class as well.  



• Yuna is very enthusiastic and excited about the subject she teaches. I was always eager to 
come to class. She did a good job compiling a syllabus that addressed a variety of topics. 
She also responded well to student inquiries and ideas. I think she could have called 
people out on being incorrect more. Sometimes I thought she was too good at 
entertaining ideas. 

• Yuna was very good at stimulating discussion and asking questions that got the class 
thinking. My only critique would be that she could have done more to steer the discussion 
in planned/helpful directions, though over all it was interesting and engaging 

• Yuna is probably one of the best professors I have had at this university. She was 
engaging, excited, clear and thought provoking. She literally has no weaknesses. I want 
her to teach more, so I can stay one of her students!  

• Yuna was incredible. Always enthusiastic, always available outside of class for help, and 
always leading great discussions. Simply amazing. 

• Yuna is a truly incredible teacher and mentor. She makes herself available outside of class 
and facilitates engaging, thought-provoking discussions. Not only is she incredibly kind 
and considerate, but also so knowledgeable and visibly interested in the material she's 
teaching. She is maybe the best instructor I've had since arriving at the University of 
Chicago, and I wish I could continue taking classes with her. 

• Yuna is an awesome instructor. She is very kind and helpful, in and outside of class. One 
can tell she truly enjoys teaching and seeing students make progress. I've taken a few 
classes with her and I'd love to take more classes with her. 

 
 
Classics of Social and Political Thought III (Spring 16') 
 

• Yuna was probably one of the best professors I've had at this school! She was incredibly 
kind, and was super willing to meet with you outside of her class; her office hours were 
extremely helpful for working through any issues/questions I had about the essays. 
Additionally, she was very good at explaining any confusion we had with the text, and her 
discussions were super productive. It's clear that she is passionate and excited about the 
material. Furthermore, she leaves very good, detailed feedback on papers! Weaknesses: 
she can't teach my major's classes. In all seriousness, it would take a while for our papers 
to get back to us -- but that was fine because as mentioned earlier, she provided very 
detailed feedback. 

• Yuna is one of the most brilliant instructors ive ever had! this class was my absolute 
favorite all year. She has this way of making all material, however complicated 
,understandable without losing nuance. Class discussions were engaging and i honestly 
wish they were longer. She is so great during office hours and i always accommodating to 
meet outside of standard office hours. if anything - she could reform the agenda setting 
format to waste less time at the beginning. even still, she manages to wrap it up perfectly. 

• Strengths: forced us to push our ideas. was good at connecting one student's comments to 
another's. makes good cookies. really helpful comments on essays. essays graded at a high 
but fair standard. 



• Yuna is amazing!! She's engaging, kind, incredibly knowledgeable about the subject...in 
short, she is a great professor and a great person. No weaknesses. I mean, she baked us 
cupcakes... on HER birthday! She's really the best. 

• Yuna was out of this world! It is hard to express the profoundly enriching experience that 
Yuna provided and facilitated these past two quarters of Classics. She really helped make 
SOSC a quintessential UChicago experience for me as well as the other members of my 
section. I can easily say that I have never come across a better instructor at any time 
during my schooling. Yuna used her mastery and brilliance of the course's content and 
then presented it during the discussion in both an engaging and stimulating fashion that 
made me ever more excited to attend the next class session. She made herself readily 
available outside of class, being invaluable in helping out with papers and just in general. 
The constructive and insightful feedback that I received during the past two quarters on 
my papers for her have transformed me into a better writer, possessing the talent to tackle 
probing questions and prompts that I would have thought to be impossible even a year 
ago. Yuna has a unique and incredibly rare ability to generate and inspire the confidence 
in her students to give the course their very best; if I could take another course taught by 
her I would without hesitation! She is a genuinely caring person who inspired me to 
become a better conversationalist in class discussion and writer through her papers. I can 
say that looking back on my first year here that she played a monumental part in making 
the year an incredibly positive experience. It would be difficult to hold her in any higher 
regard. 

• Yuna is an awesome instructor! She is incredibly nice and encouraging, which really 
motivates me to work hard. Yuna also knows a lot about the materials and thinkers that 
this course covers, and I think for a core class like this she is one of the best instructors 
you can have. 

• Yuna was an incredibly engaging, intelligent, funny, sweet, helpful and altogether brilliant 
professor. This was by far my favorite class of college despite the often intellectually 
challenging subject matter mostly because of Yuna's consistently amazing instruction. She 
made difficult theorists easier to understand through lectures, and the way she led 
discussions (often times, solely thinking on the spot how to organize the class on the days 
when students had to bring up subjects/passages in the text) was somehow never 
disorganized. She was also easy to contact through email and easy to meet during her 
Office Hours. 

• Yuna is very enthusiastic and always willing to help and explain to us. 

 

Classics of Social and Political Thought II  (Winter 16') 
• Yuna was a lot of fun to work with. I didn't feel pressured to talk every second of the class 

(which is nice for an introvert), and when I speak, she made me comfortable about doing 
so. I enjoyed her lectures too. She's very knowledgable about the texts and it's great to 
listen to her insights and interpretations. 

• Yuna is exceptionally approachable, friendly, and encouraging. She does an excellent job 
of guiding discussion, balancing leading discussion with encouraging student input. The 
result is lectures that are interesting, lively, and productive. 



• I wanna start by saying at this moment I have no idea what I got on my final paper or in 
the class, so this has nothing to do with a grade. Yuna is a freaking awesome teacher. 
She's super nice, intelligent, articulate, encouraging, and helpfully available. I could not 
have asked for a better sosc professor. Strengths are basically everything, can't think of 
any weaknesses. 

• Yuna is energetic, engaging and well-prepared. She has a very good balance of leading 
the discussion without turning it into a pure lecture. She is very approachable outside of 
class and is willing to help even though it might put extra workload on her. She is 
PERFECT. 

• Yuna is absolutely brilliant and this showed through in her lectures. She was able to take 
all of our points, especially during the agenda setting classes, and string them together as 
if she had pre-planned what we would say. Really engaging, really comprehensive and 
clear, great at giving examples in class. Wish she could grade a bit faster - but for the 
quality of the comments that we were getting frankly, that doesn't matter too much. 

• Really good at pushing students' ideas further and elaborating further on comments. Very 
friendly. Made Hobbes, Locke and Rousseau really engaging and interesting to read. 

• Yuna was such a fun person to be around! She always kept discussion lively and related 
the principles that we were discussing to modern contexts. This made my understanding 
so much better. A weakness might be the difficulty of reading her handwriting sometimes. 

• She was awesome! She offered very interesting insight, and her discussion of the readings 
made me better understand the text. Additionally, she was very good at ensuring making 
sure the discussion stayed on track/time, and was very good about not lecturing at us. 
She was also super helpful in office hours. 

• Yuna is fantastic! She's sweet and enthusiastic, loves political science and knows a lot 
about the history of the authors we were reading. Only weakness is that she sometimes 
goes off on tangents, which takes away from discussion a bit (but is also really interesting 
so I personally didn't mind). 

• Yuna was fantastic! I cannot describe how much I enjoyed the course and learning from 
her; I always looked forward to when the section would meet. She was more than willing 
to help with questions and concerns regarding writing assignments. She brought 
unparalleled enthusiasm towards directing the class discussion which were lively and 
generated great insight. 

• Yuna is an excellent lecturer. She makes every class worthwhile. 


